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The word exegesis comes from the Greek word: exhgeomai( literally, to lead 

out).  It means to explain. 
 
1. RSV John 1:18   No one has ever seen God; the only Son, who is in the 

bosom of the Father, he has made him known [Jesus exegeted the 
Father]. 

 
2. RSV Luke 24:35   Then they told what had happened on the road, and 

how he was known to them in the breaking of the bread. 
 

3. Exegesis is a process; it is never finished.  We are strongly influenced by 
who we are in the late 20th century - most of us from the Western world. 

 
Major exegetical rule: Referring to the Sermon on the Mount - just before 

making comments on the sermon, Ellen White wrote: 
 
Let us in imagination go back to that scene, and, as we sit with the 
disciples on the mountainside, enter into the thoughts and feelings 
that filled their hearts.  Understanding what the words of Jesus 
meant to those who heard them, we may discern in them a new 
vividness and beauty, and may also gather for ourselves their deeper 
lessons.   --MB 1. 
 

 
Preparation for Exegesis 

 
1. As far as possible, lay aside previous understanding of the passage. 
2. Be imaginative, prayerfully seek new thoughts.  (Plusses of narrative 

criticism.)  Put on your “thinking cap” and be inquisitive: why this word, this 
expression, how is this related to.... (something else you’ve read in 
another passage), etc.? 

 
 
  



Rules for Exegesis 
 

1. Determine the verse or section to be exegeted and study in light of the 
context. 

2. Understand the structure, the outline of thought progression. 
3. Textual criticism; what is the best text? 
4. Lexical study; what do the key words mean? 
5. Syntactical elements; are there special grammatical constructions? 
6. What does the historical context tell us?   Archaeology, DSS, 

Rabbinical literature, Gnostic literature, mystery religions, Greek 
philosophical thought systems, etc. 

7. What have other scholars said…? 
8. Compare the passage with other passages in Scripture. 
9. What does the SOP have to say? 
 
 

Actual Process 
 

1. Jot down what appear to the main points. 
2. List questions or problems you want to handle that you recognize at the 

outset. 
3. List the key words or phrases you want to research. 
4. Make a tentative outline. 
5. Note other Scriptures that come to mind that you’ll want to check out.  This 

may expand as you proceed. 
6. Begin a bibliographical search for articles on the passage, and for 

commentaries (especially those which provide a bibliography). 
 
 

  



Examples for Notations on Exegesis Article 
 

1. Read the “Exegesis Procedures” carefully. 
2. Have these instructions in front of you as you read 

the exegesis paper on the “Parable of the Two 
Sons”—beginning with the Rules for Exegesis 
(page 2) 

3. Examine the examples given below, making the 
suggested notations in the margins, and then 
continue making notations in the margins throughout 
the essay, including the “footnotes” (given in this 
article as “End Notes”—last pages of the essay). 

 
Rules for Exegesis (page 2 above) 
 
Step Number One:  Determine the verse or section to be 
exegeted and study in light of the context. 
 

The very first paragraph indicates the passage to 
be exegeted, so you would note something like 
this in the margin right beside the passage: 
“Verses to be covered” 

 
Step Number Three: Textual criticism; what is the best text?  

[“Textual Criticism” deals within variations within 
the ancient manuscripts—this essay is actually an 
exegesis based on textual criticism which means 
you should have something like: “textual criticism” 
in many places, starting right away with the first 
page.] 

 
Step Number Six: Historical context: 

In the End Notes (following the text of the essay—
usually footnotes, the first entry is a rabbinical 
parable, so you would have in the margin by that 



entry: “Historical contextrabbinical literature” 
OR, just “rabbinical literature.” 

 


